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Abstract: With Inter-Cloud, distributed cloud and Open Cloud Exchange (OCX) developing, a 

comprehensive asset assignment approach is major to exceptionally focused a cloud market. 

Familiarized to Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), an Intelligent Cost-Effective approach for Dynamic 

asset Assignment (ICEDA) is proposed with the enhanced combinatorial double sale protocol devised 

to empower different sorts of assets exchanged among various consumers and numerous suppliers in 

the meantime empower task dividing among different suppliers. To influence offering and asking 

sensible in each to round from the auction and decide qualified exchange relationship among suppliers 

and consumers. A cost development mechanism is proposed, which is comprised of a Back 

Propagation Neural Network (BPNN) based cost expectation algorithm and a cost matching 

algorithm. A reputation framework is proposed and integrated to avoid exploitative members from the 

cloud market. The Winner Determination Issue (WDI) is resolved by the enhanced Paddy Field 

Algorithm (PFA). Recreation is comes about have demonstrated that ICEDA cannot just help 

maximize market surplus and surplus quality yet in addition encourage members to be honest. 

Key Words: Open Cloud Exchange (OCX), Intelligent Cost-Effective approach for Dynamic asset 

Assignment (ICEDA), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN), 

Winner Determination Issue (WDI), and Paddy Field Algorithm (PFA). 

Introduction 

Distributed computing gives for all intents and purposes unlimited computing power as utility service 

to purchasers. It empowers distinctive provisioning models for on-demand access to applications 

(Software as a Service, or SaaS), platforms (Platform as a Service, or PaaS), and computing 

infrastructures (IaaS). It has made an aggressive market where buyers pay suppliers for utilizing assets 

and is normally charged utilizing a pay-as-you-go model. To encourage exchanging, a market system 

should be investigated to allocate and use assets inside their abilities without over-provisioning or 

under-provisioning [1]. 

Assets in the cloud are generally topographically circulated, might be heterogeneous and possessed by 

numerous associations with various usage and cost strategies. An expansive number of self-interested 

suppliers and purchasers exist together. Asset assignment and recovery can happen whenever with 

free market activity connection varying frequently and asset usage can't be completely predicted. 

Many issues, for example, automatic asset provisioning, multi-objective multi-task scheduling, and 

work process planning, must be solved [2], [3]. Particularly, asset allocation must provide to the idea 

of decentralization, heterogeneity, and elements of cloud. Since, a financial aspect is worried about 
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asset assignment among people with various targets in human societies; numerous economic models 

have been connected to cloud asset allocation [4]. 

In the paper, a novel reputation system is proposed and integrated into ICEDA, and after that free 

competition is energized and trustful auction is supported. Toward the end of the auction, which 

supplier offers the requested service of which buyer based on the qualified exchange relationship in 

the meantime whether and how a requested service should be done by various suppliers together are 

selected. A Winner Determination Algorithm (WDA) is required so those members, who can bring 

high economic effectiveness as well as have great reputation, are picked as winners. 

The associations during the auction, for example, bidding, asking, reputation judgment, and winner 

assurance, should be done naturally without human intercession. However, much as could reasonably 

be expected to enhance member Quality of Experience (QoE) [5] and upgrade auction trustfulness. 

Indeed, a complete cloud asset allotment approach is truly fundamental in such a testing cloud market. 

Situated to IaaS, propose ICEDA to assign the following fundamental assets: processing, memory, 

storage, network bandwidth. Specifically, consider the following essential services: Virtual Machine 

Service (VMS), ComPutation Service (CPS), Data Base Service (DBS), and STorage Service (STS). 

The real commitments of this paper are as per the following. 

 With integration and fundamental change of existing procedures, the ICEDA framework 

structure is proposed to exhaustively manage the previously mentioned asset allotment 

difficulties, and operators are introduced with empower process mechanization. 

 An enhanced combinatorial double auction protocol is formulated to empower different sorts 

of assets exchanged among various customers and numerous suppliers, and in the meantime 

empower task dividing among various suppliers. 

 A cost development instrument is contrived. A BPNN based cost expectation algorithm is 

proposed with moment and authentic cost and non-cost factors considered to make bidding and 

asking sensible; a cost matching algorithm is proposed to decide qualified exchange 

relationship among buyers and suppliers. 

 A reputation scheme is devised based on the execution of a member in the auction to exclude 

the dishonest one from the market. 

 The PFA is enhanced and a WDA is proposed, called WDAPFA. Members, who can bring the 

most extreme market surplus and surplus quality and have the highest reputations, are liked to 

be victors. In this manner, ICEDA is financial effective and trustful. 

Related Works 

A lot of auction based cloud asset distribution looks into have been finished. In [6], a few asset 

distribution procedures based on a reverse auction model for assigning one sort of cloud asset from 

various suppliers are researched. In [7], a reverse batch matching auction is proposed for apportioning 

different sorts of cloud assets from various suppliers. In [8], an honest online auction mechanism is 

proposed for a supplier to assign one sort of cloud asset among customers with heterogeneous 

requests. In [9], a continuous double auction system is intended to empower purchasers and suppliers 

to bid and offer one sort of cloud asset. 

In [10], a learning based consistent double auction model is proposed to exchange one sort of cloud 

asset. In [11], a non-added substance negotiation model is proposed with different targets considered, 

by which a supplier can proficiently dispense different sorts of assets to a customer. In [12], cloud 

asset distribution is done through the auction of various sorts of VM examples, and a randomized 

combinatorial auction is proposed, which is computationally proficient and honest in desire with 

ensured social welfare estimate factor. In [13], an online combinatorial auction structure is proposed, 

which can improve framework effectiveness crosswise over temporal domain and model dynamic 

provisioning of heterogeneous VM sorts. In [14], a suite of honest and computationally productive 

auction systems for cloud asset estimating are proposed with the multi-unit combinatorial auction 

issue solved. 
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In [15], a genetic model in view of both cost and non-cost historical data is proposed to offer 

appropriate cost; be that as it may, it doesn't adjust to quick market changes. Energized by the 

successful utilization of the Artificial Neural Network (ANN), for instance, in securities exchange 

forecasting, an ANN based cost expectation algorithm, and particularly because of BPNN's strong 

self-flexibility, pick BPNN. Utilize historical exchange tests to prepare BPNN and input instant data 

to BPNN to anticipate bidding and asking costs. Additionally propose a cost matching algorithm to 

decide qualified exchange relationship among purchasers and suppliers. Our technique considers 

moment and historical cost and non-cost factors, which all impact bidding and asking costs, and in the 

meantime has strong flexibility.  

Proposed System 

The framework structure of the proposed ICEDA comprises of five parts: CSP (Cloud Service 

Provider), PA (Provider Agent), CSC (Cloud Service Consumer), CA (Consumer Agent), and AI 

(Auction Intermediary), appeared in Figure. 1. A CSP gives benefits regarding assets. A CSC creates 

service requests and rents assets. The PA and the CA give important help to CSP and CSC, for 

instance, submitting tender, predicting cost, and so forth. AI is an operator charge of, for instance, 

gathering tender, running WDA, advising auction outcome and managing reputation framework, and 

so forth. AI, PA and CA together relieve CSCs and CSPs of the entangled communication process for 

effective asset allocation. What a CSC and a CSP need to do is to give the related data, wait for the 

outcome, and after that assess his accomplice's execution. ICEDA work process, one probability for a 

CSC to tell lies is that he gives a deceptive spending plan on his requested service toward the start of 

the auction. In the event that his gave spending plan was purposefully expanded, regardless of the 

possibility that he won the auction, he would pay a higher bid than what he should pay due to the 

competition, which is not what he anticipates. In the event that his gave spending budget was 

deliberately decreased, he would lose the winning opportunity in the competition because of his lower 

bids. 

 
Figure.1 ICEDA System Framework 

 

Another probability is that he dishonestly assesses his accomplice's execution after the auction, and 

his dishonest behavior will be punished by our proposed reputation framework. There are no different 

chances for a CSC to advise lies during the auction because of ICEDA process automation. For a CSP, 

he can give a misleading price on his offered service or dishonestly assess his accomplice's execution; 

the circumstance is like that of a CSC. Consequently, with cost formation, reputation, WDAPFA and 

agent integrated, ICEDA can advance the economic proficiency and the trustfulness of the auction. 
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REPUTATION SYSTEM 

Our proposed notoriety framework complies with the following intuitions. (I1) If a member takes part 

in auction frequently and his turnover is high, his reputation should be high, and the other way around. 

(I2) If a member gets high assessments on QoEs from his exchanging accomplices, his reputation 

should be high, and the other way around. (I3) If a member assesses his exchanging accomplices 

objectively, that is, he is honest to his accomplices; his assessments on his accomplices should be 

creditworthy, and the other way around. During the auction, AI makes members with great reputations 

winning possibility high. After the auction, every member assesses his accomplices' genuine 

exhibitions based on his QoEs on the exchanges, and AI updates these members' reputations. In the 

event that a member's assessment value is much different from his accomplice's past reputation, AI 

views him as somewhat or genuinely dishonest as indicated by how enormous the distinction is. In 

this manner, the honesty is empowered and the dishonesty is punished.  

Winner Determination Algorithm 

Enhance PFA to solve WDP. PFA is bio-inspired and seeds compare to issue arrangements. At the 

point when sown in field, seeds which fall into places with the great conditions have a tendency to 

develop to end up noticeably the healthy plants. Such plants are fit for creating a greater number of 

seeds than less fortunate ones. The most advantageous plant of the populace compares to the optimum 

which can be dictated by a fitness function. A high plant density would expand pollination possibility, 

hence the higher the plant density, the more probable the shot of legitimate pollination. 

At that point, the seeds of these plants are scattered in field and turn out to be new plants, and the 

cycle proceeds. PFA has strong worldwide inquiry capacity and low calculation overhead. It doesn't 

depend heavily on initial values. In any case, its nearby hunt capacity is bad, in this way enhance it 

with the Simplex Algorithm (SA). Likewise, devise a customized seed refinement methodology to 

make the solution feasible to fulfill. On the off chance that a seed compares to a feasible solution, it is 

healthy, else it is sick. The proposed WDAPFA is explained as follows. 

In line 24 get tests from effective exchanges in the auction to prepare BPNN. On the off chance that 

there is just a single seed in OSS, it is the issue solution; generally, pick one seed arbitrarily or by 

some client indicated rule (for instance, TLS preferred, TUS preferred, or TRP preferred) from OSS as 

the issue solution. 
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Result and Discussion 

In the section, analyze performance amongst ICEDA and SCDA (Stable Continuous Double Auction), 

utilize the relative values of TLS (TotaL Surplus), TUS (Total Unit Surplus), TRP (Total RePutation), 

SPD (SuPeriority Degree), exchange number and runtime overhead, that is, set their values in ICEDA 

be 1, and their values in SCDA be the proportions to 1. 

Table 1 explains the Scarce Supply (SS), BaLance (BL), Over Supply (OS) and Over SufficienT (OT) 

for respective input parameters with existing methods. Table 1 displays the average value on all 

respective evaluation matrix & input parameters with Stable Continuous Double Auction (SCDA) 

existing method.  According to Table1, it noticed that proposed ICEDA algorithm performs well on 

all evaluation matrix and Input parameters compare than existing method. 

 

Table1. SS (Scarce Supply), BL (BaLance), OS (Over Supply) and OT (Over SufficienT) for  

 

TLS, TUS, TRP, SPD 

Techniques 
TLS TUS TRP SPD 

SS BL OS OT SS BL OS OT SS BL OS OT SS BL OS OT 

SCDA 0.7 0.85 0.94 0.98 0.73 0.91 0.95 0.98 0.75 0.86 0.90 0.97 0.80 0.90 0.95 0.98 

ICEDA 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

 

 
Figure.2 Scarce Supply for TLS, TUS, TPD and SPD 
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Figure. 3 BaLance for TLS, TUS, TPD and SPD 

 

 
 

Figure. 4 Over Supply for TLS, TUS, TPD and SPD 

 

 
 

Figure. 5 Over sufficienT for TLS, TUS, TPD and SPD 

 

Fig. 2 to 5 indicates examination of TLS (TotaL Surplus), TUS (Total Unit Surplus), TRP (Total 

RePutation), and SPD (SuPeriority Degree) under various free market activity relations in a cloud 

showcase with medium scale. It can be seen that ICEDA beats SCDA; in any case, as the SDR 

expands, the superiority of ICEDA diminishes. It is the CSC requested service can't be divided and 
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done by various CSPs in SCDA, and in the way some CSC requested services can't be suited because 

of insufficient assets, prompting TLS, TUS, TRP and SPD of ICEDA superior to those of SCDA. The 

scarcer is the assets, the preferred the performance of ICEDA over that of SCDA. At the point when 

assets are over-adequate, a CSC can simply get assets from one CSP, along these lines ICEDA and 

SCDA get practically a similar performance.  

 

Conclusion 

In view of economic technique and bio-inspired algorithm, an intelligent combinatorial double auction 

based dynamic asset allocation approach is proposed for cloud services. The framework system is 

contrived to give a far reaching solution. A reputation system is utilized to suppress dishonest 

members. A cost development system is proposed to predict cost and decide qualified exchange 

relationship. WDP is optimally solved by the enhanced PFA. Simulation outcomes about approve the 

adequacy of our proposed approach and exhibit its superiority on financial efficiency and trustfulness. 

In the near future, hope to implement our proposed approach in a prototype framework and do 

experiment CERNET2, which can convey and give cloud services to resources and understudies at 

colleges, to make it more practical. 
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